ABSTRACT A metal magnetic memory (MMM) testing technique is an extensively used qualitative method for locating the position of possible damages in ferromagnetic metal structures. The mechanism of the MMM technique is described by the magnetomechanical effect under the constant magnetizing field of the Earth. Discontinuous defect remarkably affects MMM signals. For the exploration of the influences of defect on MMM signals and the determination of a method to size the defect, experimentation and reconstruction calculation were performed in this paper. Stress was imported into a specimen fabricated with a circular defect to generate the stress-induced MMM signal. The defect size and the residual magnetic field of the specimen were measured after loading. The stress-induced magnetization inside the specimen was reconstructed with measured magnetic field signals using a reconstruction algorithm. The influences of the discontinuous defect on the stress-induced magnetization were quantitatively analyzed. A method for defect imaging and sizing using the MMM technique was proposed. Results corroborate that the reconstructed defect width is congruent with the actual defect width, thereby confirming the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ferromagnetic steel structures are commonly used in industries, such as power, petroleum, chemicals, construction, energy, metallurgy, mining, transportation and aerospace. Magnetic flux leakage (MFL) testing is an important example non-destructive testing (NDT) technology that has been adopted extensively to find metal-loss defects in critical ferromagnetic structures and components, such as rail tracks, pipelines and tubes. However, the traditional MFL technique requires positive magnetizing method to stimulate the flow of magnetic flux in the ferromagnetic structure [1] - [5] , which complicates the test process. Metal magnetic memory (MMM) testing is a passive NDT method that has been successfully used in the qualitative location of the stress concentration zone in ferromagnetic structures [6] considering that the magnetic state of ferromagnetic structures under geomagnetic fields varies with stress. The mechanism of the MMM technique is described by the magneto-mechanical effect [7] under the constant magnetizing field of the Earth [8] .
MMM is a passive MFL technique wherein the Earth's magnetic field acts as a stimulus rather than an artificial magnetic field. Therefore, the MMM technique is cost effective, easy to operate and time saving. The technique has recently received considerable attention for its promising application in NDT on early damage [9] , [10] and developing defects [11] .
MMM measures the leakages of the residual magnetic field (RMF), which contains information on the structuralmechanical characteristics of tested objects. The stress concentration [12] , [13] and the interruption of the magnetic field obstructed by the discontinuous structure [14] , [15] are two critical factors that influence MMM signals. Mechanical stress is considered the key reason that rearranges the magnetization of the ferromagnetic structure under the action of the geomagnetic field. The presence of any defect will implement an abrupt blocking to the magnetization in the structure. However, the close interaction between the stress concentration and the structural discontinuity of the defect further complicates the situation. Under the effect of mechanical load, the discontinuity of the defect leads to the stress concentrating beside the discontinuous defect, wherein the stress concentration propagates the discontinuity of the defect.
Previous studies have established the quantitative relationship between stress in the range of the stress concentration zone without the discontinuity of structure and the stress-induced residual magnetization using a reconstruction algorithm [8] . The direction of the stress-induced residual magnetization was along the stress direction, and the intensity of the residual magnetization increased linearly with the increase of stress [8] . The stress detection capabilities of MMM signals were compared. The findings contend that the magnetization inside a ferromagnetic structure has the highest detection resolution, which can be reconstructed using the tested leakage magnetic field signals through a reconstruction algorithm [16] .
However, the influences of the discontinuous defect on MMM signals remain indefinitely. As the discontinuous structure is a critical factor influencing MMM signals [14] , [15] , some information must be obtained from the MMM signals that can be used to detect the discontinuous structure, that is, the defect. The defect detection capability of the MMM technique has yet to be studied. This study proposes a quantitative analysis on the influences of the discontinuous structure on the magnetization of the MMM technique based on the reconstruction algorithm. Furthermore, the current study proposes a quantitative testing method for the imaging and sizing of the discontinuous defect in a ferromagnetic structure using MMM signals.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. PHYSICAL MODEL Figure 1 illustrates the physical model of the defect imaging and sizing method. A defect located in the center of a ferromagnetic structure decreases the cross section area of S D largely because of the existence of the defect. When the structure is subjected to the mechanical force of F along the y-direction of the structure (as shown in Fig. 1 ), the decrease of S D causes the stresses near S D to increase dramatically resulting in the heightened magnetizations near S D because the stress-induced magnetization (M y ) is along the stress direction (y-direction), and the intensity of the magnetization (M y ) increases with increasing stress [8] . Figure 1 , y li is the left border of the defect, y ri is the right border of the defect and w i is the defect width between them. The magnetic potential difference (ϕ Di ) between the two borders of the defect correlates with the magnetization (M y ) inside the continuous structure in between. The relationship between them is given in Equation (1) . On the basis of Equation (1), the increase in defect width (w i ) increases the distance of the two defect borders, that is, the integrating region. Thus, the intensity of ϕ Di increases with the defect width (w i ), which provides some possibility to detect the defect width (w i ) using the magnetization (M y ).
Given that the magnetization of the MMM technique originates from the magneto-mechanical effect under the constant magnetizing field of the Earth, the stress-induced magnetization (M y ) inside the structure must be reconstructed with the tested RMF signals. On the basis of magnetic charge theory, the normal components of RMF at field point r j outside the structure {B(r j )} can be expressed as follows:
where q(r j ) is the magnetic charge density at the center of the source cell (r i ) inside the structure, µ 0 is the air permeability, v i is the volume of the i-th source cell, |r i − r j | is the distance between r j and r i , and z j and z i are the z-coordinates (in the normal direction of the structure) of r j and r i , respectively. Equation (2) can be abbreviated as follows
where {B} = {B(r j )} and {q} = {q(r j )}. Given that {B} was experimentally measured, an iterative optimization algorithm of the steepest descent method was adopted to reconstruct the magnetic charge density {q} inside the structure with the measured {B} [17] , [18] . The algorithm is a typical inverse problem and inversion technique using an applied iterative approach, as shown in Fig. 2 , where the forward model calculates the leakage field {B} for a given {q}, {B tar } is the field measured by sensors and {q} is updated with the steepest descent method. Initial {q}, termination criterion ε end and coefficient matrix [K ] are the input parameters of the iterative procedure, and the estimated {q} is the output parameter.
The magnetic scalar potential at point s j inside the structure {ϕ(s j )} is as follows:
Thus, the magnetic scalar potential {ϕ(s j )} inside the structure can be calculated with the reconstructed {q} by using Equation (4) . Magnetization at point s j {M (s j )} is calculated as follows:
Reference [8] shows that the stress-induced magnetization was along the stress direction. In this study, the stress (loading) direction is in the y-direction of the structure. Thus, the stress-induced magnetization at point s j {M y (s j )} can be expressed as follows:
Therefore, the stress-induced magnetization at point s j {M y (s j )} can be calculated with the magnetic scalar potential {ϕ(s j )} by using Equation (6). 
III. EXPERIMENT PROCESS AND TESTED RESULTS
A specimen was cut from a 3 mm-thick ferromagnetic carbon steel plate of Q195. Fig. 3 shows that the shadow area is the measuring area. A width-varied defect of 12 mm-diameter circular hole was fabricated in the middle of the specimen to test the detection accuracy of the defect size using the proposed method. The specimen was demagnetized with a degausser of Hozan HC-33 to eliminate the magnetization history in the preparation process and then stretched on a testing machine of MST 880 along the length direction (y-direction in Fig. 3 ). Fig. 4 exhibits the applied stress-strain (σ − ε) curve of the specimen. Given that the tensile load will change the defect size, the ARAMIS V5.4.1 deformation testing system was used to monitor the changes of the defect size. Residual strain distribution in the measuring area and the defect size after loading were calculated by the deformation testing system (Fig. 5) . The widths of the defect were obtained from x = 0 mm to x = 5.6 mm with an interval of 0.2 mm (Table 1) .
TABLE 1. Residual widths (w(mm)) of the defect in different x
-coordinate values (x(mm)). After loading, the specimen was removed from the loading machine. The normal components of the residual magnetic field (B) above the measuring area of the specimen with a lift off of 1 mm were measured using a Bartington Mag-01H fluxgate magnetometer (Fig. 6 ).
IV. DEFECT IMAGEING METHOD AND RESULTS

A. RECONSTRUCTED MAGNETISATION DISTRIBUTION
The magnetization at point s j {M y (s j )} inside the specimen can be calculated with the measured normal components of RMF shown in Fig. 6 using the flowchart shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 7 depicts the reconstructed magnetization result. Figure 7 shows that the gradient of the magnetic potential (M y ) within the defect is relatively larger than the stressinduced magnetization (M y ) of the other areas without defect. On the basis of Equation (1), the value of the magnetic potential difference increases with the increase of the defect width, wherein a possibility exists that the gradient of the magnetic potential within the defect may also increase with the increase of the defect width. The amplitudes of the gradient of the magnetic potential (M a ) within the defect from x = 0 mm to x = 5.6 mm with an interval of 0.2 mm were obtained to test such possibility ( Table 2) . The relationship between M a and defect width w is plotted in Fig. 8 , wherein M a increases linearly with the increase of the defect width. C. DEFECT IMAGING METHOD Figure 7 shows that the gradient of the magnetic potential (M y ) within the defect is larger than those of the other areas without defect. This feature can be used to locate the position of the discontinuous defect. However, the distribution shape of the large magnetization values (Fig. 7) is not completely similar with the defect shape (Fig. 5) . Specifically, the boundary information of the defect is distorted because the magnetization data do not have sufficient information about the defect border. For the generation of additional information about the defect border using the magnetization data, the gradients of the magnetization are calculated and shown in Fig. 9 . The gradients of the magnetization would be larger and remarkably change at the defect border as a result of the magnetization passing across the defect border from the body materials to the air. Given the magnetization data containing the defect position information and the gradients of the magnetization data that intensify the defect border information, the magnetization data and the gradients of the magnetization data are normalized and merged. Fig. 10 shows the merged data of normalizing (M y ) + normalizing (grads of M y ) distribution in the measuring area of the specimen. The merged data are similar in distribution shape with the defect, which can be used to create an image of the defect shape.
B. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MAGNETISATION AND DEFECT WIDTH
D. DEFECT SIZING METHOD
For the accurate determination of the defect size, a threshold value of the merged data should be determined to separate the defect. A simple iteration loop algorithm with an equal step 58546 VOLUME 6, 2018 of 0.01 is applied, and a threshold of 1.14 with a minimum mean squared error of 0.54 mm is obtained. The defect is extracted with the obtained threshold (Fig. 11) . The reconstructed widths of the defect (Recon.w) from x = 0 mm to x = 5.6 mm with an interval of 0.2 mm are extracted ( Table 3) . The reconstructed and the actual defect widths are compared in Fig. 12 and are found congruent. Thus, the imaging and sizing method of the defect using MMM signals is useful and reliable.
E. CONCLUSIONS
The defect detection capability of the MMM technique has been investigated in this study. The gradient of the magnetic potential within the defect increases linearly with the increase of the defect width. A defect imaging and sizing method through merging the data of the magnetization and the gradients of the magnetization data is proposed. The reconstructed defect widths and the actual defect widths are consistent, thereby verifying the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed method.
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